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Study Mandate

• Delegate Kaye Kory requested via letter that the JCHC study the issue of Medical Aid-in-Dying (MAID). The delegate asked that the study include a review of states that currently authorize MAID and address the following questions:
  • What has been the impact of informing patients about end-of-life options such as hospice care and palliative care?
  • In current MAID states, how have health care systems, institutions and providers acted to implement the law?
  • In current MAID states, have people been coerced to ingest end-of-life medication?
    • Have any of the states enacted protections to discourage or prevent coercion?
    • Has the implementation of the law impacted any state's health care costs?
    • Using data from states that allow MAID, how many people would likely utilize MAID if it became law in Virginia?
  • JCHC members approved the study during the Commission’s May 23, 2017 work plan meeting
Final Report of Two-Year Study

- Please see the appendix for a copy of the interim report on Medical Aid-in-Dying presented in August, 2017
- Study mandate questions answered in the interim report are not discussed in this final report

MAID – U.S. Landscape

**States with MAID Laws:**
- Oregon (1998)
- Washington (2008)
- Vermont (2013)
- California (2016)*
- Colorado (2016)
- Hawaii (2018)

**By Judicial Review:**
- Montana (2009)

*5.24.18: Judge overturns law; 6.15.18: Judgement is stayed in appeals court. Now legal pending further litigation.

MAID Study Work Group

- As was mentioned during the interim report, a work group was created to discuss Medical Aid-in-Dying
  - Discussions focused primarily on the reasons to support/oppose MAID, the preferred name of the practice (e.g. MAID vs. Physician Assisted Suicide) and, using Oregon statute as a blueprint, the many components that should be included or removed from the language of any potential Virginia statute
    - It was established that, for members who oppose MAID, working on language for potential Virginia statute does not indicate support for MAID
  - Six meetings were held with approximately 20-30 participants per meeting
- I would like to thank:
  - All of the individuals who kindly gave their time and made the effort to participate in the work group
  - Andrew Mitchell, JCHC analyst, for a great job organizing and facilitating the last year of work group meetings

Informing Patients About End-of-Life Options Such as Hospice and Palliative Care

- All MAID statutes require that both the attending and consulting physician inform the patient about end-of-life options, including hospice and palliative care
- In the states with available data, the great majority of MAID users already were enrolled in hospice and/or had access to palliative care
  - Oregon: 88.7% (2016); 90.4% (1998-2015)
  - Washington: 77% (2016); 81% (2015); 69% (2014)
  - California: 83.8% (2016) received hospice and/or palliative care
  - Colorado: 92.9% (2017)*
- A 2017 study of Kaiser Permanente Southern California’s MAID program showed that of the 68 individuals who died of MAID
  - 34 (50%) had palliative care at time of MAID inquiry; and the median length of time since first exposure to palliative care services prior to inquiry was 103 days (with a range of 72-397 days)
  - 38 (56%) had hospice care at time of MAID inquiry; and the median length of time on hospice prior to inquiry was 23 days (with a range of 4-65 days)
  - Although the study did not provide data on hospice/palliative care rates at time of death, California’s overall rate of 83.8% suggests that additional individuals began receiving hospice and/or palliative care after inquiring about MAID
- Legalization of MAID has not resulted in a decrease in use of hospice or palliative care2

* Note: Colorado death data is comprised of individuals who were prescribed MAID medications. Law does not require follow-up data, so the number that died of MAID vs some other cause is unknown. 1. Nguyen et al 2017; 2: Cain 2016, Jackson 2008, Nguyen et al 2017, Each MAID state Data Report
Informing Patients About End-of-Life Options Such as Hospice and Palliative Care

- Studies of Oregon show that palliative care services spending and patient satisfaction have risen since 1998, when MAID became legal
  - Researchers hypothesized that the request for information on MAID leads to conversations between patients and their physicians about a range of end-of-life options
- In 2000, a survey of Oregon physicians who had been asked for MAID medication by a patient produced the following results
  - 31 of 67 patients for whom a substantive intervention was made changed their minds about wanting a prescription compared to only 11 of 73 patients for whom no substantive intervention was provided
  - Substantive interventions included: “control of pain and other symptoms; referral to a hospice program; general reassurance and specific reassurance that the prescription would be made available; treatment of depression; a social work consultation resulting in the provision of services to the family; an alternative means of hastening death; and a palliative care consultation”
  - Once patients were informed of hospice and enrolled, six percent chose to not use the medication
    - Note that, on average, approximately 1/4 to 1/3 of all individuals who receive a MAID prescription do not use it


In MAID states, how have health care systems, institutions and providers acted to implement the law?

- The last 20 years of research show a wide variation in implementation policies/practices among health care systems, hospitals, hospice and palliative care programs and physicians
- The majority of researchers conducting studies in MAID states have found that physicians, nurses, social workers, clergy and others in health care systems, institutions or private practice want and need education and guidance on MAID
  - Some MAID-providing entities have given employees education and/or training on MAID and clear guidelines to follow while others have not
- In 2012, Compassion and Choices convened the Physician Aid-in-Dying Clinical Criteria Committee to create guidance for physicians willing to provide MAID to eligible patients
  - Committee included experts in medicine, law, bioethics, hospice, nursing, social work and pharmacy

*Orentlicher et al 2016
Example of Implementation Challenges: Stanford Health Care, California

- Initial experiences highlighted multiple challenges with formal implementation, especially in regard to the disjuncture between an organizational commitment to participate and the legal and ethical right of employees to opt-out.
- Their policy on conscientious objection requires that the physician maintain indirect involvement with the patient and an institutional commitment to finding an alternative physician; however, difficult due to stigma concerns and challenge of establishing care and prescribing for a colleague’s patient.
- Challenges in distinguishing between conscientious objection and clinical judgment:
  - Example: MAID vs. cessation of parenteral nutrition.
  - Conference between an ethics consultant, a palliative physician and the attending oncologist resulted in conclusion that the physician’s opinion about the inappropriateness of MAID was a clinical judgement, not conscientious objection.
- Participating institutions “should develop appropriate mechanisms to review, evaluate, and provide real-time guidance to help address such challenges” (p.908).

Example of Implementation: Seattle Cancer Care Alliance, Washington

- Policy written by medical director and approved by simple majority of Medical Executive Committee members.
- Created informational packets for patients, physicians, and ‘patient advocates’.
- Does not accept new patients solely for MAID, instead referred to Compassion and Choices.
- Does not post the Death with Dignity (DWD) Act or their program in public places.
- Prior to implementation they offered an institution-wide education program and surveyed clinicians to determine willingness to be a provider (determined to be sufficient number to implement program).
- Interested patient is assigned a ‘Patient Advocate’.

Please note: Slide content includes language that is very close to being a direct quote. Source: Harman and Magnus 2017.

Please note: Language on this and the following three slides was obtained from Loggers et al. 2013.
### The Patient Advocate:

| Assists the patient, family members, pharmacist, and physicians throughout the process |
| Tracks required documentation compliance (sent to Washington Department of Health) |
| Describes the DWD process and the alternatives (specifically, palliative care and hospice, with these services offered as additions to, or in lieu of, DWD) |
| Assesses the patient’s rationale for and interest in further participation |
| If patient elects to participate in the program, the advocate conducts a preliminary chart review to confirm documentation of the terminal prognosis or, if absent, to request that the attending physician document the prognosis explicitly |
| Determines whether the attending physician will act as the prescribing physician. If not, the advocate identifies a prescribing physician and a consulting physician from the list of willing providers, preferentially choosing physicians who specialize in the patient’s type of cancer |
| Formally documents the patient’s request for assistance with dying and provides the patient with written information that describes the program (including a timeline of the required requests, assessments, and waiting periods), which must be signed by the patient |
| Verifies that the patient is a Washington resident and completes a psychosocial assessment. Social workers provide the first line of psychological evaluation for all patients, regardless of whether or not they are participating in the DWD program, using interview-based techniques and standardized assessments. Although physicians retain the responsibility to evaluate patients for depression and decision-making capacity, advocates make these assessments as part of their standard practice. Advocates refer patients to the Psychiatry and Psychology Service if there is any history of, or positive screening for, a mental health disorder or impaired decision-making capacity. |
| The advocate then collects copies of the Physician Order for Life-Sustaining Treatment and health care directives, assisting in their completion if desired |

| Arranges for a clinician to be present at the time of medication ingestion, if requested (this is rare) |
| Provides advice regarding the securing and disposal of unused medication |
| Provides grief support and legacy support (e.g., help in preparing letters or videos by which to be remembered) through periodic calls or visits |
| Requests that the family inform SCCC when the patient ingests the medication, so that staff can provide assistance in the case of complications, offer bereavement support, and aid the prescribing physician in completing the required after-death reporting forms |
| Participates in two in-person meetings with the patient and family on average (range, one to four); and use of telephone follow-up is possible |
Example of Implementation:
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance, Washington (Cont’d)

- The patient (and family) meets sequentially with the prescribing clinician and the consulting clinician to review the medical diagnosis, prognosis, risks of medication, and alternatives (including palliative and hospice care)
- After the mandatory waiting period of 15 days, if all requirements are met, a written prescription is given to the SCCA retail pharmacy. The pharmacist schedules a private room to meet with the patient (and family) in order to discuss preparation of the drug for ingestion, potential side effects, and the use of antiemetic therapy
- Checklists and medical charts are randomly audited annually by the director of supportive care and specialty clinics
- They have had “100% compliance with the completion of mandated forms and processes, with the exception of one unintentional failure to observe the full waiting period early in our program”
- “Our Death with Dignity program has been well accepted by patients, families, and staff”
  - Due to: professionalism of advocates, “great care taken by our prescribing and consulting clinicians when interacting with patients and families”, low profile of the state program, willingness of leadership to allow “considerable debate” before the program was developed (p.1422)
  - Some of the physicians that originally opposed the program later agreed to participate

How MAID Law Has Been Implemented by Hospice Programs

- A 2012 study by Campbell and Cox indicated that most Oregon hospice programs set programmatic, professional, and moral boundaries to their involvement in MAID deaths
  - For example: due to post-ingestion complications, primarily regurgitation, in 1 in 20 cases, several hospices developed policy that staff can address “human” needs regarding comfort and safety (e.g. providing anti-nausea medication), but not “medical” needs (which are the domain of the physician)
  - Another study found that limits were set regarding “(a) providing information to the patient, (b) notifying the primary physician of the patient’s request, (c) providing or assisting with the medications necessary to hasten a patient’s death, and (d) permitting the presence of staff members at ingestion or death.”*

*Norton and Miller 2012
Coercion and Fraud

- **Penalties** for coercion and fraud included in states’ statutes:
  - Oregon: Class A felony
  - Washington: Class A felony
  - Vermont: Unable to find section on coercion/fraud
  - California: A felony
  - Colorado: Class 2 felony
  - D.C.: Class A felony

- One can assume it is possible that some instances of coercion or fraud in MAID states may have occurred but it may not have been witnessed or interpreted as coercion/fraud, or substantiating the claim may not have been successful.
- However, to date, unable to find cases of substantiated accusations of fraud or coercion.
  - It is possible that current penalties are sufficient to discourage coercion and fraud.

Has the implementation of the law impacted any state’s health care costs?

- States are not allowed to use federal Medicaid or Medicare funds to pay for MAID services.
  - As a result, some states utilize state funds to pay for MAID among Medicaid enrollees.
  - However, given the relatively low cost of MAID medications and additional physician visits required during the MAID process coupled with the very low percentage of individuals participating in MAID who also are enrolled in Medicaid, cost to the state is minimal.
**Recommended Statute Language if Legislation is Introduced in Virginia**

**Statute Language:**
Areas of Work Group Member Disagreement*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disagreement Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Term used in statute (e.g. MAID vs Physician Assisted Suicide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of “terminal illness (likely death in ≤ 6 months)” language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, balance in language between safeguards and access to MAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements necessary to recognize and prevent individuals from using MAID whose judgment is impaired by depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for discrimination against the disabled and other vulnerable groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for additional language to further decrease the likelihood of coercion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of informed decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntarily expressing wish to die (relating to forms of communication)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please see in appendix the 4 Compassion and Choices slides and the 4 “10 Reasons to Oppose Physician Assisted Suicide” slides for examples of arguments in support of and in opposition to MAID.
MAID Component (MAID State Statutes That Include It)

Attending MD Requirements

Confirm Patient Eligibility
- Requesting individual must:
  - Be 18+ years old (all 6)
  - Be State resident (all 6)
  - Be capable of decision making (all 6)
  - Voluntarily express wish to die (all 6)
  - Have a terminal illness (likely death in ≤ 6 months) (all 6)

Ensure Informed Consent
- Inform patient of:
  - Diagnosis and prognosis (all 6)
  - Risks and probable result of MAID medication (all 6)
  - Alternatives including comfort care, hospice, pain control (all 6) and treatment available for terminal disease (VT)
  - His/her right to rescind request at any point (all 6)
  - Possibility that patient can obtain MAID medication but not take (CA, CO)
- Confirm that decision is not coerced through a private conversation (CA, CO)
- Refer to 2nd physician for confirmation (all 6)
- Refer to counseling if determined to be appropriate (if indications of mental impairment [CA]) (all 6)

Provide information on process
- Recommend patient notify next of kin of request (OR, CA, DC, WA)
- Counsel patient about having another person present when taking medication and not taking in a public place (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA)
- Counsel patient on enrolling in hospice (CA)
- Counsel patient on storing medication safely (CA, CO)
- Offer patient opportunity to rescind at 2nd oral request (OR, CA, DC, VT, WA)
- Give patient final attestation form to be completed/signed ≤ 48 hours of self-administering MAID medicine (CA)

MAID Component (MAID State Statutes That Include It)

Prescribing/Dispensing
- Verify patient is making informed consent immediately prior to writing prescription (all 6)
- No prescription to be filled if psychiatric or psychological illness present (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA)
- No prescription to be filled if patient has not made voluntary/informed decision (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA)
- Dispense MAID medication directly or, with patient’s written permission, via pharmacist to patient or designated agent (all 6)

Other
- Attending MD, consulting physician, mental health providers may not be related to patient or entitled to patient’s estate (CA)

Fulfill reporting and documentation requirements
- Must document in patient’s medical record:
  - All oral/written requests by patient (all 6)
  - Diagnosis, prognosis, verification that patient is capable, acting voluntarily, making informed consent (by attending and consulting MDs) (all 6)
  - Outcome of counseling, if performed (all 6)
  - Offer to patient to rescind request (all 6)
  - Note that all requirements have been met and medication prescribed (all 6)
  - Final attestation form signed by patient, returned to attending MD, for inclusion in medical record (CA)
  - Attestation that patient enrolled in hospice or informed of EOL services (VT)
  - Submit records to health authority (CA, DC, VT) ≤ 30 days of writing prescription of patients death (CA, DC)
  - Records exempt from disclosure (CA, CO, WA)
  - May sign death certificate indicating disease as cause of death (all 6)

Consulting MD responsibility
- Examine patient, medical records (all 6)
- Confirm in writing attending MD diagnosis (all 6)
- Verify patient is capable and acting voluntarily (all 6)
- Refer to counseling if appropriate (all 6)
MAID Component (MAID State Statutes That Include It)

Patient requirements

Form of request
- Make oral and written requests (all 6) directly to attending MD (CA)
- Written request substantially in form provided in Statute (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA), must use form in statute (CA)
- Written request signed/dated with 2 witnesses (all 6), given directly to MD (CA)
- 2nd oral request to attending MD ≤ 15 days after initial (all 6)
- Attending MD cannot write prescription until ≥ 15 days after initial oral request and ≥ 48 hours after written request (OR, DC, VT, WA)

Witness requirements
- ≥ 2 adults (all 6)
  - witnesses personally known or provided patient ID (CA)
  - Only 1 witness may be (CA)
    - Related by blood, marriage, adoption (all 6)
    - Heir (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA)
    - Owner/operator/employee of facility where patient treated (CA)
    - 0 witnesses may be attending MD, consulting physician, mental health specialist (CA)
    - If patient in nursing facility, 1 witness may be person designated by facility (0)
  - Witnesses attest that patient is capable, acting voluntarily, not coerced (all 6)

Other

Regulatory follow-up and public reporting requirements
- Oversight agency will:
  - Adopt rules to facilitate collection of information re: compliance (OR, CO, DC, VT, WA)
  - Generate and make public annual statistical report of information collected, adhering to HIPA (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA)
  - Provide an online guidebook and establish training opportunities for medical community to learn about the MAID process and medications that may be used
  - Rules for safe disposal of unused meds by persons in custody of meds (CA, CO)

MAID Component (MAID State Statutes That Include It)

Immunities
- Immune from civil or criminal prosecution for any person solely for being present when patient takes medication (all 6)
- Providers are immune from disciplinary action, revocation of licenses/privileges for prescribing lethal meds under terms of law (all 6)
- No provider compelled to participate (other than transferring records) (all 6)
- Provider can prohibit other providers (employees, contractors) from participating on facility premises/acting under providers' employment if written policy in place and provider notified (all 6)
- Provider cannot prohibit independent contractors/employees from participating outside scope of contract/employment or off premises (OR, CA, DC, VT, WA)
- Sanctions can be imposed on providers participating against policy (all 6)
- No effect on life or health insurance policies or annuities; health care service plan contract (CA) or health benefit plan (CA) (all 6)
- No effect on will, contract, other agreement (OR, CA, CO, DC, WA)
- Does not sanction mercy killing, active euthanasia, lethal injection (all 6)
- Actions under law ≠ suicide, assisted suicide, homicide (all 6)
- Participation ≠ elder abuse, neglect (OR, CA, CO, WA)

Liabilities
- Forging prescription, coercion into request, concealing or destroying rescission of request is Class A felony (OR, CA, DC, WA)
- Administering medicine to individual without consent is felony (CA, CO, DC)
- Government can make claims against individual if death occurs in public place causing expenses (all 6)
Additional Options to Consider

Improving End of Life Care in Virginia

Most Adults Don’t Have Any Advanced Care Planning Documents...

- Only 25% of adults have advance directives
- What happens if there is no plan?
  - State determines the legal health care decision maker
  - Medical treatments are not limited in an emergency
  - Decision makers, families, health care providers struggle to determine what the patient would want
  - Often this leads to...

Source: Virginia POST Collaborative slide content
I Want Everything Done (or the presumption of this desire)

POST (Virginia) / National POLST Paradigm

- National POLST (Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment) Paradigm (NPP):
  - A program started in Oregon in 1991 designed to elicit, document, and honor patients wishes for their care at the end of life
  - Currently exists at some level in 42 states and meets the national POLST standard in at least 21 states
  - Virginia received endorsement from the National POLST Paradigm in 2016 (the 19th state to earn this recognition)
  - The Institute of Medicine, in its 2014 report *Dying in America: Improving Quality and Honoring Individual Preferences Near the End of Life*, stated that “for people with advanced serious illnesses, a POLST form should be used” (p. 190-191)
  - NPP is the oversight body for all POLST-type programs throughout the United States. Programs may become endorsed by the NPP (“POLST-Paradigm Programs”) if they meet the requirements set forth by the NPP
  - Such programs do not have to use the term POLST to be a member of the NPP: Medical Orders for Scope of Treatment (MOST), Medical Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (MOLST), and Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment (POST) are the most common variations found within the National POLST Paradigm
    - Virginia uses POST

Sources: Hickman and Critser 2018; Virginia POST Collaborative slide content; and communication with Dr. Matt Kestenbaum (Virginia POST) and National POLST Paradigm staff
POST (Virginia) / National POLST Paradigm

- The POST form is a standardized, portable, brightly colored single page medical order that documents a conversation between a provider and a patient with a serious illness or frailty towards the end of life (or patient agent if the patient is unable to communicate)
- The POST form is intended to be recognized and used by physicians and first responders (including paramedics, fire departments, police, emergency rooms, hospitals and nursing homes)
- Unlike an Advance Directive (signed by patient) and Do Not Resuscitate directive (signed by provider), the POST form is created during a conversation between the physician and patient/patient agent (if patient is unable to communicate) and signed by the patient/patient agent and the physician
- Unlike the AD, which usually is created, most often, earlier in one’s life and then held in suspension, the POST form is created when a person is determined to have serious illness; therefore, it can provide specific orders within that context with the specific illness/condition in mind. The form can be changed if the patient’s condition changes.
- As a result, the POST form is considered to be an important addition to an AD or DNR

Sources: Hickman and Critser 2018; Virginia POST Collaborative slide content; and communication with Dr. Matt Kestenbaum (Virginia POST) and National POLST Paradigm staff

---

POLST vs. Advance Directive (i.e. Living Will)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Document</th>
<th>POLST Paradigm Form</th>
<th>Advance Directive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who Completes the Document</td>
<td>Health care professional (which health care professional can sign varies by state)</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who Should Have One</td>
<td>Any seriously ill or frail individual (regardless of age) whose health care professional wouldn’t be surprised if he/she died in the year</td>
<td>All competent adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Document Communicates</td>
<td>Specific medical orders</td>
<td>General treatment wishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can this Document Appoint a Surrogate Decision-Maker?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POLST vs. Advance Directive, Cont’d

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLST Paradigm Form</th>
<th>Advance Directive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate Decision-Maker Role</td>
<td>Can engage in discussion and update or void form if patient lacks capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can Emergency Personnel Follow this Document?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease in Locating / Portability</td>
<td>Patient has original; a copy is in patient’s medical record. A copy may be in a state registry (if state has one).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Review</td>
<td>Health care professional responsible for reviewing with patient or surrogate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


How An Advance Directive and POLST Form Work Together

All Adults

Complete an Advance Directive

Update Advance Directive Periodically

Diagnosed with Advanced Illness or Frailty (at any age)

Complete a POLST Form

Update POLST as Health Status Changes

Treatment Wishes Honored

Adapted with permission from California POLST Education Program © January 2010 Coalition for Compassionate Care of California

**Virginia Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment (POST)**

This is a Physician Order Sheet based on the patient's current medical condition and wishes. Any section not completed creates no presumption about the patient's preferences for treatment.

**A**
- **CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR):** Person has no pulse and is not breathing.
  - [ ] Attempt Resuscitation
  - [ ] Do Not Attempt Resuscitation (DDNR/DNR/No CPR)
  - If "Do Not Attempt Resuscitation" is checked, this is a DDNR order. See Page 2 for instructions for use.

  If a previous Durable Do Not Resuscitate order or POST form indicating "Do Not Attempt Resuscitation" was signed by the patient, only the patient can consent to reversing such a Durable DDNR Order.

**B**
- **One only**
  - If "Attempt Resuscitation" is checked in Section A, Virginia EMS protocol includes intubation when needed.

**C**
- **One only**

**MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS:** Patient has pulse and is breathing.
- [ ] Comfort Measures: Treat with dignity and respect. Keep warm and dry. Use medication by any route, positioning, wound care and other measures to relieve pain and suffering. Use oxygen, suction and manual treatment of airway obstruction as needed for comfort. Transfer to hospital only if comfort needs cannot be met in current location. Also see "Other Orders" if indicated below.
- [ ] Limited Additional Interventions: Includes comfort measures described above. Do not use intubation or mechanical ventilation. May consider less invasive airway support (e.g., CPAP or BiPAP). Use additional medical treatment, antibiotics, and cardiac monitoring as indicated. Hospital transfer if indicated. Avoid intensive care unit if possible. Also see "Other Orders" if indicated below.
- [ ] Full Interventions: In addition to Comfort Measures above, use intubation, mechanical ventilation, cardioversion as indicated. Hospital transfer if indicated. Include intensive care unit. Also see "Other Orders" if indicated below.

**Other Orders:**
- [ ] ARTIFICIALLY ADMINISTERED NUTRITION: Always offer food and fluids by mouth if feasible.
- [ ] ND feeding tube (not consistent with patient's goals given current medical condition)
- [ ] Feeding tube for a defined trial period (specific goal to be determined in consultation with treating physician)
- [ ] Feeding tube long-term if indicated

**Other Orders:**

**D**
- **PROVIDER SIGNATURE:** My signature below indicates that I have discussed the decisions documented herein with the patient or the person legally authorized to consent on the patient's behalf and have considered the patient's goals for treatment to the best of my knowledge.

- **DISCUSSED WITH (Required):**
  - [ ] Patient
  - [ ] Agent named on Advance Directive
  - [ ] Other person legally authorized
  - [ ] Court appointed guardian

- **SIGNATURE (REQUIRED):**
- **DATE (REQUIRED):**
- **PROVIDER NAME (REQUIRED):**
- **PHONE:**

**Signature of Patient or Authorized Person (Required)**

**Date:**

If the patient signs and a Do Not Attempt Resuscitation is checked in Section A, only the patient can revoke consent for the Do Not Resuscitate Order.

**Name of Patient:**

If patient lacks capacity, describe authority to consent on the patient's behalf:

- [ ] If the patient has no Advance Directive, the following persons may consent for the patient in this order: Guardian, Spouse, Adult Children, Parents, Adult Siblings, Other Relative in descending order of blood relationship (Code of Virginia §54.1-2966)

**FORM SHALL ACCOMPANY PATIENT WHEN TRANSFERRED OR DISCHARGED**

© 2017 Virginia POST Collaborative. Unauthorized alteration of this form is prohibited. www.virginiapost.org

patient label
This form is meant to reflect decisions for treatment based on the patient's current medical condition. It should be reviewed periodically and updated as needed with changes in condition, patient preferences, or setting.

**Instructions for Use of This Form**

**Completing POST**
- POST is not valid until signed by a physician, nurse practitioner or physician assistant who has a bona fide relationship with the patient. Nurse practitioners and physician assistants are authorized to sign POST forms under the Code of Virginia §54.1-2967.02 and §54.1-2952.2 respectively. Health care organizations may have policies that impose limitations on this authority based on the provider’s individual scope of practice.
- Use of the original form is encouraged. A photocopy, fax or electronic version should be honored as if it were an original.

**Using POST**
- Patients may choose Full Interventions to authorize ventilation/intravascular access and treatment for respiratory distress and still choose Do Not Attempt Resuscitation in the event of a full cardiac arrest.
- When comfort cannot be achieved in the current setting, the patient, including someone who has chosen “Comfort Measures,” should be transferred to a setting able to provide comfort (e.g., treatment of a hip fracture).
- Review POST periodically and update if needed with changes in condition, patient preferences or setting.

**Revoking/Making Changes to Section A**
- Administrative Code of Virginia §12VAC5-66-10 states “Durable DNR order shall also include a Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment (POST) form.” Therefore, provisions under Code of Virginia §54.1-2987.1 apply to POST Section A.
- If “Do Not Attempt Resuscitation” is checked in Section A, and Section D is completed, and the patient has signed this form, no one has the authority to revoke consent for the DDNR order other than the patient as stated in the Code of Virginia §54.1-2987.1.
- If “Attempt Resuscitation” is checked in Section A, a legally authorized decision maker may make changes to carry out the patient’s preferences in light of the patient’s changing condition.

**Making Changes to Sections B and C**
- To change any orders in these sections, the current POST form must be voided and a new POST form completed.
- If the POST is revoked and no new POST form is completed, full treatment and resuscitation may be initiated.
- If a patient tells a healthcare professional that they wish to revoke their consent to POST or change POST, the healthcare professional caring for the patient should draw a line through the front of the form and write “VOID” on the original, date, and sign, and notify the patient’s physician. A new POST form then may be completed if desired by the patient.
- If not in a healthcare facility, the patient (or person authorized to make decisions on the patient’s behalf, in keeping with the patient’s goals for treatment) may revoke consent for POST orders by voiding the form as described above and informing a healthcare professional. The healthcare professional must then notify the patient’s physician so that appropriate orders may be written and a new POST form created if desired by the patient.
- If the patient signs this form and becomes unable to make healthcare decisions, a legally authorized decision maker may continue to carry out the patient’s preferences in light of the patient’s changing condition, and in consultation with the treating physician, may sign, revoke consent to, or request changes to the POST orders (except in Section A as noted above).

**FORM SHALL ACCOMPANY PATIENT WHEN TRANSFERRED OR DISCHARGED**

POST forms are available to medical providers and organizations that have agreed to the standards set forth by the Virginia POST Collaborative. Contact program.coordinator@virginiapost.org.
Support for POLST

Organizations that support POLST include:

- AARP
- American Academy of Hospice and Palliative Medicine
- American Bar Association
- American Nurses Association
- Catholic Health Association of the United States
- Institute of Medicine
- National Association of Social Workers
- Pew Charitable Trusts
- Society for Post-Acute and Long-Term Care Medicine

Source: Virginia POST Collaborative slide content

Roadblock to Wide-Spread Use of POST Form in Virginia

- § 54.1-2987.1 of Virginia Code does not specifically mention POST
  - § 54.1-2987.1 regarding reciprocity between states of Durable Do Not Resuscitate orders includes the language “A Durable Do Not Resuscitate Order or other order regarding life-preserving procedures.” This additional language was included to indicate that Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST) Paradigm forms from other states are covered by this statement of reciprocity.
  - 12VAC5-66-10 of Administrative Code only specifically mentions POST in DNR section, but on POST form that is only Section A of a set of questions/orders. Remaining parts are not specifically about DNR.
  - Writers of the Code section thought language was specific enough; however, legal counsel of some health care systems and hospitals have advised against using the POST form due to uncertainty
  - POST experts believe that an Opinion from Virginia’s Attorney General that this Code language does apply to the POST form, in full, would address the problem
    - If AG Opinion is that Code does not apply to the POST form, legislation to change the Code and, perhaps, an official memo from the Virginia Board of Health assuring/clarifying that the POST form is recognized in Virginia as an appropriate practice for eliciting, documenting and honoring a patient’s medical wishes are needed
    - Communication with AG staff confirmed that it is appropriate to request an AG opinion on this issue (Phone conversation and follow-up email with Tish Hawkins 8/15/18)
Policy Options

Option 1: Take no action

Option 2: Introduce legislation to amend the Code of Virginia to include a Medical Aid-in-Dying statute that mirrors California’s EOLOA statute, with the following additions: a. when informing patient of alternative to MAID, attending physician must include information about any possible treatments for the underlying disease, b. attending physician must attest that patient enrolled in hospice or was informed of EOL services, c. if patient is in nursing facility, one witness may be person designated by facility, d. adopt rules to facilitate collection of information regarding compliance, e. provide an online guidebook and establish training opportunities for medical community to learn about the MAID process and medications that may be used (NOTE: Language will be provided to members and placed on the JCHC website 5 business days prior to the November Decision Matrix meeting)

Policy Options

Option 3: By letter of the JCHC Chair, request that the Attorney General provide an opinion as to whether Virginia Code § 54.1-2987.1 regarding DDNRs and other orders regarding life-prolonging procedures applies to POST forms and Administrative Code 12VAC5-66-10 regarding DNRs applies to POST forms, including parts A, B, C and D. If opinion is that language does not apply, then also:

Option 3a: Introduce legislation to insert “POST forms” into Virginia Code § 54.1-2987.1 and insert “POST forms” into Administrative Code 12VAC5-66-10

Option 3b: Option 3a and by letter of the JCHC Chair, request that the Virginia Board of Health review the POLST Paradigm and create official memo assuring/clarifying that the POST form is recognized in Virginia as an appropriate practice for eliciting, documenting and honoring a patient’s medical wishes
Policy Options

Option 4: Introduce legislation to amend the Code of Virginia to require health regulatory boards of physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants to promulgate regulations providing for the satisfaction of a one-time POST forms continuing education requirement of 0.5 – 1 hour for new licensure or re-licensure.

Option 5: Place on the list of potential JCHC studies in 2019 a mini-study to obtain data, via a survey of health care systems and independent hospitals, on the degree to which these entities offer end-of-life planning. (For example, the number of Advanced Care Planning facilitators employed, if a patient indicates that he/she does not have an Advance Directive, does the entity have policy designed to guide staff on whether, and if so, how to discuss the topic with the individual, etc.)

Option 6: By letter of the JCHC Chair, request that the Virginia Department of Health consider the development of a POST registry that is accessible from various electronic medical records, allows electronic completion and is accessible in real-time by first responders (which is not the case with the current AD registry).

Public Comment Slide

Written public comments on the proposed policy options may be submitted to JCHC by close of business on October 15, 2018.
Comments may be submitted via:
- E-mail: jchcpubliccomments@jchc.virginia.gov (Please do not submit to staff email address, which creates potential for your comments to unintentionally be missed.)
- Fax: 804-786-5538
- Mail: Joint Commission on Health Care
  P.O. Box 1322
  Richmond, Virginia 23218

Comments will be provided to Commission members and summarized during the November 21st decision matrix meeting.

(Please Note: All public comments are subject to FOIA release of records)
Appendix

Medical Aid in Dying Laws Protect Patients

Medical Aid in Dying gives patients autonomy. The patient is in charge. They request the medication. They take it. And they can change their mind at any time.

Not a single case of abuse or coercion nor any criminal or disciplinary charges have ever been filed. Not one, in a combined 40+ years where MAID is authorized.

Research shows just having medical aid in dying as an option relieves fear and anxiety — even for those who never choose the option.
Medical Aid in Dying Laws Protect Patients

Core Safeguards for Medical Aid in Dying

➢ Strict eligibility criteria.
➢ Two doctors must confirm that the patient has six months or less to live — due to terminal illness, not because of age or disability.
➢ Two doctors must also both confirm the patient is capable of making their own healthcare decisions and that no coercion exists.
➢ Coercion is subject to criminal prosecution.

Medical aid in dying is not suicide.

Suicide often involves people who are severely depressed and no longer want to live. People who seek medical aid in dying are suffering life-ending illnesses and understand that their condition is no longer treatable—there is no hope for a better outcome. Those considering suicide see no hope and do not recognize that their problems are treatable.

Medical aid in dying is fundamentally different from euthanasia.

Medical aid in dying is authorized in seven states as well as the District of Columbia. With medical aid in dying, the terminally ill person must take the medication themselves, and therefore, always remains in control. Euthanasia is commonly given as a lethal injection by a third party. It is often performed on somebody who does not have a terminal diagnoses and is illegal throughout the United States.
Ten Reasons to Oppose Physician-Assisted Suicide (Submitted by Opposing Work Group Members)

1. Assisted suicide is a deadly mix with our broken, profit-driven health care system
   Financial pressures already play far too great a role in many, if not most, health care decisions. Direct coercion is not even necessary. If insurers deny, or even merely delay, approval of expensive, life-giving treatments that patients need, patients will, in effect, be steered toward assisted suicide, if it is legal. Barbara Wagner and Randy Stroup, Oregonians with cancer, were both informed by the Oregon Health Plan that the Plan won’t pay for their chemotherapy, but will pay for their assisted suicide. Though labeled a free choice, for these patients, assisted suicide is a phony form of freedom.

2. Assisted suicide is dangerous to people with disabilities and many other people in vulnerable circumstances.
   There is considerable evidence that people with mental illness and depression are given lethal drugs in Oregon, despite the claims of proponents that these conditions disqualify a person. (See testimony by Dr. Gregory Hamilton focusing on problems posed by assisted suicide in Oregon for people with psychiatric disabilities).

3. Available statistics show that pain is rarely the reason why people choose assisted suicide.
   Most people do so because they fear burdening their families or becoming disabled or dependent. But anyone dying in discomfort that is not otherwise relievable, may legally today, in all 50 states, receive palliative sedation, wherein the patient is sedated to the point where the discomfort is relieved while the dying process takes place. Thus, today there is a legal solution to any remaining painful and uncomfortable deaths; one that does not raise the very serious difficulties of legalizing assisted suicide.

* These reasons are adapted from the Disability Rights Education & Defense Fund’s “Key Objections to the Legalization of Assisted Suicide”
Ten Reasons to Oppose Physician-Assisted Suicide, Cont’d
(Submitted by Opposing Work Group Members)

4. Problems with Oregon's data collection and data soundness, and the lack of any investigations of abuse or meaningful oversight, are so significant as to render conclusions based on those data to be critically flawed.

    Oregon doctors are not penalized for failing to report assisting in a suicide. The state does not investigate cases of expansion and complications reported in media, and have admitted, “We cannot determine whether physician assisted suicide is being practiced outside the framework of the Death with Dignity Act.” The state has also acknowledged actually destroying the underlying data after each annual report. (Regarding abuses that have come to light in Oregon, see handout on Oregon abuses (PDF). Regarding the destruction of data, see testimony of Dr. Katrina Hedberg, 9 December 2004, House of Lords, Select Committee on the Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bill, Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bill [HL], Volume II: Evidence, (London: The Stationery Office

5. There is research strongly suggesting Oregon has seen a reduction in the quality of palliative care at the end-of-life since the Oregon law went into effect.

    An important study published in 2004 in the Journal of Palliative Medicine showed that dying patients in Oregon are nearly twice as likely to experience moderate or severe pain during the last week of life, as reported by surviving relatives, compared with patients before the Oregon law took effect. An op-ed in The Oregonian on July 23, 2004 stated, “The findings call into question the widespread view that pain control at the end of life has improved markedly in Oregon.” (Journal of Palliative Medicine, Volume 7, Number 3, 2004, p. 431) While it is true that Oregon has shown improvements in some areas of end-of-life care, similar improvements have occurred in other states that have not legalized assisted suicide. As Doctors Kenneth Stevens and William Toffler noted on September 24, 2008 in The Oregonian, many states do better than Oregon. For example, the latest data ranks Oregon 9th (not 1st) in Medicare-age use of hospice; four out of the top five are states that have criminalized assisted suicide. Physicians are acknowledging that legalizing assisted suicide creates pressure to die rather than continue with beneficial hospice care (Ira Byock, MD, The Atlantic).

Ten Reasons to Oppose Physician-Assisted Suicide, Cont’d
(Submitted by Opposing Work Group Members)

6. Some 24 states have rejected the legalization of assisted suicide since Oregon passed its law.

    We should heed their significant public policy concerns.

7. Many key organizations oppose the legalization of assisted suicide.

    Including the AMA and all 50 of its state affiliates; the National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization; many prominent Democrats and liberals including Bill Clinton, Ralph Nader, and noted civil liberties journalist Nat Hentoff; many disability rights organizations; and the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC, national level).

    The AMA's Council on Judicial and Ethical Affairs reported this year that “the term ‘physician assisted suicide’ describes the practice with the greatest precision...The terms ‘aid in dying’ or ‘death with dignity’ could be used to describe either euthanasia or palliative/ hospice care at the end of life and this degree of ambiguity is unacceptable for providing ethical guidance.” (CEJA Report S-A-18)

8. Suicide requests from people with terminal illness are usually based on fear and depression.

    As Herbert Hendin, M.D., Chief Executive Officer and Medical Director, Suicide Prevention International, and Professor of Psychiatry, New York Medical College, stated in Congressional testimony in 1996, “a request for assisted suicide is ... usually made with as much ambivalence as are most suicide attempts. If the doctor does not recognize that ambivalence as well as the anxiety and depression that underlie the patient’s request for death, the patient may become trapped by that request and die in a state of unrecognized terror.” Most cases of depression among terminally ill people can be successfully treated. Yet primary care physicians are generally not experts in diagnosing depression. Where assisted suicide is legalized, the depression remains undiagnosed, and the only treatment consists of a lethal prescription.

9. Physician-assisted suicide is not a private, personal act.

    Physician-assisted suicide involves more than the patient. It necessitates a host of participants, including a doctor, a pharmacist, and the state. It’s a public act that requires medicine, law, and society approve a lethal prescription that crosses the line between caring and killing. Significant issues of conscience are implicated for all the parties directly or indirectly involved.
Ten Reasons to Oppose Physician-Assisted Suicide, Cont’d
(Submitted by Opposing Work Group Members)

10. The supposed safeguards included in the Oregon and Washington State laws don’t really protect patients for many reasons, including these:
   • If a doctor refuses lethal drugs, the patient or family simply can – and do – find another doctor (“doctor shopping”).
   • “Six months to live” is often wildly misdiagnosed, opening the dangers of assisted suicide to many who are not terminally ill. (See the DREDF statement on The Fundamental Loophole of Terminal Illness Prognosis)
   • Nothing in the Oregon law will protect patients when there are family pressures, whether financial or emotional, which distort patient choice.
   • An article from Michigan Law Review, June 2008, shows how the State of Oregon undermines all the safeguards in the law. Physician Assisted Suicide: A Medical Perspective (PDF) by Dr. Herbert Hendin and Dr. Kathleen Foley. Herbert Hendin is Chief Executive Officer and Medical Director, Suicide Prevention International, and Professor of Psychiatry, New York Medical College. Kathleen Foley is Attending Neurologist, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center; Professor of Neurology, Neuroscience, and Clinical Pharmacology, Weill Medical College of Cornell University; and Medical Director, International Palliative Care Initiative of the Open Society Institute.
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Study Mandate

Delegate Kaye Kory requested via letter that the JCHC study the issue of Medical Aid-in-Dying (MAID). The delegate asked that the study include a review of states that currently authorize MAID and address the following questions:

- What has been the impact of informing patients about end-of-life options such as hospice care and palliative care?
- In current MAID states, how have the following acted to implement the law?
  - Health care providers
  - Health care systems
  - Health care institutions
- In current MAID states, have people been coerced to ingest end-of-life medication?
- Have any of the states enacted protections to discourage or prevent coercion?
- Has the implementation of the law impacted any state’s health care costs?
- Using data from states that allow medical aid-in-dying, how many people would likely utilize medical aid-in-dying if it became law in Virginia?

JCHC members approved the study during the Commission’s May 23, 2017 work plan meeting
A work group was created to discuss Medical Aid-in-Dying and consider components of the statute that will be one of the policy options

Meeting 1: July 25, 2017
- Overview of issue presented by Dr. Chesser
- Discussion of MAID

Meeting 2: August 25, 2017
- Discussion of policy options and statute components

Meeting 3: TBD
- Discussion of statute components
Definition of Medical Aid-in-Dying

- The ability of a patient to obtain a medication to end their life if they are competent, terminally ill, and over 18 years of age
- The ability of a physician to prescribe a medication that will allow a competent, terminally ill individual over the age of 18 to end their life
- Some individuals/organizations prefer to use terms like assisted suicide
  - However, different legal definition with implications if worded as such in Virginia statute

Current Virginia Statute

- § 8.01-622.1. Injunction against assisted suicide; damages; professional sanctions.
  - A. Any person who knowingly and intentionally, with the purpose of assisting another person to commit or attempt to commit suicide, (i) provides the physical means by which another person commits or attempts to commit suicide or (ii) participates in a physical act by which another person commits or attempts to commit suicide shall be liable for damages as provided in this section and may be enjoined from such acts.
  - B. A cause of action for injunctive relief against any person who is reasonably expected to assist or attempt to assist a suicide may be maintained by any person who is the spouse, parent, child, sibling or guardian of, or a current or former licensed health care provider of, the person who would commit suicide; by an attorney for the Commonwealth with appropriate jurisdiction; or by the Attorney General. The injunction shall prevent the person from assisting any suicide in the Commonwealth.
  - C. A spouse, parent, child or sibling of a person who commits or attempts to commit suicide may recover compensatory and punitive damages in a civil action from any person who provided the physical means for the suicide or attempted suicide or who participated in a physical act by which the other person committed or attempted to commit suicide.
D. A licensed health care provider who assists or attempts to assist a suicide shall be considered to have engaged in unprofessional conduct for which his certificate or license to provide health care services in the Commonwealth shall be suspended or revoked by the licensing authority.

E. Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or conflict with § 54.1-2971.01 or the Health Care Decisions Act (§ 54.1-2981 et seq.). This section shall not apply to a licensed health care provider who (i) administers, prescribes or dispenses medications or procedures to relieve another person's pain or discomfort and without intent to cause death, even if the medication or procedure may hasten or increase the risk of death, or (ii) withholds or withdraws life-prolonging procedures as defined in § 54.1-2982. This section shall not apply to any person who properly administers a legally prescribed medication without intent to cause death, even if the medication may hasten or increase the risk of death.

F. For purposes of this section:

1. "Licensed health care provider" means a physician, surgeon, podiatrist, osteopath, osteopathic physician and surgeon, physician assistant, nurse, dentist or pharmacist licensed under the laws of this Commonwealth.

2. "Suicide" means the act or instance of taking one's own life voluntarily and intentionally.

1998, c. 624; 2015, c. 710.
MAID: U.S. Landscape

States with MAID Laws:
- Oregon (1998)
- Washington (2008)
- Vermont (2013)
- California (2016)
- Colorado (2016)

*By Judicial Review, legal in Montana (2009):
Nothing in the state law prohibits MAID. Physicians cannot be prosecuted so long as the patient is competent, terminally ill, at least 18 years of age and acting voluntarily.

https://www.deathwithdignity.org/news/2016/03/state-progress/

2017 State Actions

Status of bills and court cases as of July 2017. Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/05/opinion/sunday/dying-doctors-palliative-medicine.html
Generally, Existing MAID Statutes Include:

**Eligibility Criteria:**
- Adult, 18 years of age and older
- Resident of the state
- Suffer from a terminal illness
- Able to self-administer the medication

**Process:**
- Attending and consulting physicians determine and agree that the patient suffers from a terminal disease with less than six months to live.
- Patient must provide 2 voluntary oral requests no less than 15 days apart.
- Patient must provide a signed written request (form provided) for the medication, co-signed by 2 witnesses
- Physician to provide prescription at least 15 days after the initial oral request and at least 48 hours after the signed request.
- Before providing the prescription, the physician must confirm the patient has not rescinded the request and remind the patient that the patient is not required to ingest the medication.
- If either physician believe the patient is suffering from depression or any behavioral health condition that may be impacting their choice, they are to refer the patient to a psychiatrist before proceeding.
- For prescription: After obtaining patient approval, attending physician calls pharmacy to alert pharmacist of the prescription to be filled and sends the written prescription through specified means.
- When ingesting, patient must self-administer the medication.

**Requires physician provide the following to the patient:**
1. Diagnosis with prognosis
2. Range of options including palliative care and hospice care
3. Risks and probable death from prescription

---

**Oregon (1998 Statute)**

- **Eligibility:** Oregon resident, determined by attending and consulting physician to have a terminal disease, and voluntarily expressed wish to die
- **Consulting physician** shall examine the patient and relevant medical records and confirm, in writing, the attending physician’s diagnosis that the patient is suffering from a terminal disease, and verify that the patient is capable, is acting voluntarily and has made an informed decision.
- **Counseling:** If either physician believes the patient may have a mental health disorder (including depression) causing impaired judgement, the physician may refer the patient for counseling. Medication can only be prescribed if the counselor determines that the patient does not have impaired judgement resulting from a mental health condition
- **Patient Request:** Patient must provide two oral requests no less than 15 days apart, and a written request witnessed by two people
  - Prescription cannot be provided less than 15 days from initial oral request and less than 48 hours after written request
Oregon (1998 Statute) Continued (2)

• **Witnesses:** Must attest that to the best of their knowledge the patient is capable, acting voluntarily, and is not being coerced to sign the request. One of the witnesses shall be a person who is **not**:
  • A relative of the patient by blood, marriage or adoption;
  • A person who at the time the request is signed would be entitled to any portion of the estate of the qualified patient upon death under any will or by operation of law; or
  • An owner, operator or employee of a health care facility where the qualified patient is receiving medical treatment or is a resident.

• The patient’s attending physician at the time the request is signed shall **not** be a witness

• If the patient is in a long term care facility at the time the written request is made, one of the witnesses shall be an individual designated by the facility and having the qualifications specified by the Department of Human Services

Oregon (1998 Statute) Continued (3)

• **Informed Decision:** The attending physician, to ensure that the patient is making an informed decision, shall inform the patient of:
  • His or her medical diagnosis and prognosis
  • The potential risks associated with taking the medication to be prescribed
  • The probable result of taking the medication to be prescribed
  • The feasible alternatives, including, but not limited to, comfort care, hospice care and pain control

• Immediately prior to writing the prescription for medication, the attending physician must verify that the patient is making an informed decision

• The attending physician also shall:
  • Recommend the patient **notify next of kin**
  • Counsel the patient about the importance of having another **person present** when the patient takes the medication and of not taking the medication in a public place (e.g. a hotel room, park)
  • Inform the patient that he or she has an opportunity to rescind the request at any time and in any manner, and **offer the patient an opportunity to rescind** at the end of the 15 day waiting period
  • **Document** all steps of the MAID process in the patient’s medical record
Oregon (1998 Statute) Continued (4)

- **Dispensing of Medication**: The physician shall dispense medications directly if he/she is registered as a dispensing physician or, with the patient’s consent, contact a pharmacist and inform the pharmacist of the prescription and deliver the written prescription personally or by mail to the pharmacist, who will dispense the medications to either the patient, the attending physician or an expressly identified agent of the patient.

- **Reporting Requirements**: The physician shall fill-out and submit to the Center for Health Statistics required forms when medicine was prescribed (including the dispensing record) and after death. The Department of Human Services shall generate and make publicly available an annual statistical report of de-identified, aggregate information.

- **Liabilities**: Fraud and coercion are a Class A Felony.

- **Effect on Construction of Wills, Contracts or Statutes**:
  - No provision in a contract that would effect whether a person engages in MAID shall be valid.
  - The sale, procurement, issuance or rate of life, health, or accident insurance shall not be effected by MAID. In addition, ending one’s life utilizing MAID shall not have an effect upon a life, health, or accident insurance or annuity policy.
  - Nothing in this statute shall be construed to authorize a physician or any other person to end a patient’s life by lethal injection, mercy killing or active euthanasia. Actions taken in accordance with this statute shall not, for any purpose, constitute suicide, assisted suicide, mercy killing or homicide, under the law.

Oregon (1998 Statute) Continued (5)

- **Immunities and Opting-Out**: No one shall be punished for choosing to participate or not participate in MAID. Participation in MAID shall be voluntary. If a health care provider is unable or unwilling to carry out a patient’s request the physician can transfer the patient to a new provider (which includes a new physician or new facility).

  - However, a provider (facility/health care system) may prohibit another provider (physician) from participating in MAID on the premises of the prohibiting provider if the prohibiting provider has notified the health care provider of the prohibiting provider’s policy regarding participating in MAID. If the provider engages in MAID, he/she can receive sanctions within the context of the facility/health care system.
    - Suspension or termination of staff membership or privileges due to prohibited participation in MAID is not reportable under ORS 441.820 and shall not be the sole basis for a report of unprofessional or dishonorable conduct under ORS 677.415 (2) or (3).
    - A health care provider can participate in MAID while acting outside the course and scope of the provider’s capacity as an employee or independent contractor; and a patient can contract with his or her attending physician and consulting physician to act outside the course and scope of the provider’s capacity as an employee or independent contractor of the sanctioning health care provider.
• Cause of death on death certificate is the terminal illness
• A request by a qualified individual to an attending physician to provide an aid-in-dying drug shall not provide the sole basis for the appointment of a guardian or conservator.
• Claims by governmental entity for costs incurred: Any governmental entity that incurs costs resulting from a person terminating his or her life in a public place shall have a claim against the estate of the person to recover such costs and reasonable attorney fees related to enforcing the claim.

Statutes: What Other States Have Done Differently

• Most states and D.C. used the Oregon statute as a blueprint
  • CA: The attending physician, consulting physician, or mental health specialist shall not be related to the individual by blood, marriage, registered domestic partnership, or adoption, or be entitled to a portion of the individual’s estate upon death
  • VT: Physician must inform the patient, in writing, of their diagnosis, prognosis, and range of treatment options including hospice and palliative care
  • DC: Inform the patient of the availability of supportive counseling to address the range of possible psychological and emotional stress involved with the end stages of life
  • CO: Attending physician must confirm no coercion or undue influence by having a private conversation with the patient
  • CA, CO: As part of informed decision, physician must state the possibility that the patient may choose to obtain the medication but not take it.
  • VT, CA, CO: Statute does NOT include the following: If the patient is in a long term care facility at the time the written request is made, one of the witnesses shall be an individual designated by the facility and having the qualifications specified by the Department of Human Services
Statutes: What Other States Have Done Differently

- **CA**: Attending physician shall give the patient the final attestation form, with the instruction that the form be filled out and executed by the patient within 48 hours prior to taking the medication.
- **CA**: Not liable if a person assisted the patient by preparing the medication so long as the person did not assist with the ingestion of the drug.
- **CA**: Instructs patient to keep the medication in a safe and secure location until the time that the qualified individual will ingest it.
- **CA, WA, VT, CO**: Rules for safe disposal of unused medications.
- **CA**: Instructs patient to keep the medication in a safe and secure location until the time that the qualified individual will ingest it.
- **CA**: Actions taken in compliance with MAID statute shall not constitute neglect or elder abuse for any purpose of law.
- **CO**: An individual utilizing MAID and on Medicaid shall not have their benefits denied or altered.
- **CA**: Patient level data shall not be disclosed, discoverable, or compelled to be produced in any civil, criminal, administrative, or other proceeding.
- **VT**: Does not require statistics to be collected for public use.

Statutes: What Other States Have Done Differently

- **CA**: Prohibits an insurance carrier from providing any information in communications made to an individual about the availability of an aid-in-dying drug absent a request by the individual or his or her attending physician at the behest of the individual. The bill would also prohibit any communication from containing both the denial of treatment and information as to the availability of aid-in-dying drug coverage.
- **DC**: Death certificate states terminal disease as cause of death, but the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner shall review each death involving a qualified patient who ingests a covered medication and, if warranted by the review, may conduct an investigation.
- **DC**: Mayor shall issue rules to specify the recommended methods by which a patient may notify first responders of his or her intent to ingest a medication; and establish training opportunities for the medical community to learn about the use of covered medications by patients, including best practices for prescribing the medication.
Current Data on MAID

Oregon, Washington and California statutes require that data be collected annually (as does D.C. and Colorado, but no data are available at this point)

[Figure 1: DWDA prescription recipients and deaths*, by year, Oregon, 1998–2016]

*as of January 23, 2017
Summary of MAID Outcomes: Oregon, 2016

- 204 people had prescriptions written during 2016
- 19 people with prescriptions written in previous years ingested medication during 2016
- 114 ingested medication
- 36 did not ingest medication and subsequently died from other causes
- 54 ingestion status unknown
- 10 died, ingestion status unknown
- 44 death and ingestion status pending
- 133 died from ingesting medication

Source: Oregon DWDA 2016 Data Summary

Washington MAID Utilization Rates

Data compiled from Washington’s annual DWDA data reports, 2009-2016

248 participants with medication dispensed

240 participants have died
8 with status pending

236 After Death Reports received
4 participants without After Death Report

192 ingested lethal medication
8 unknown if ingested
36 did not ingest lethal medication
4 unknown if ingested

1 participant with death certificate pending
0 participants with death certificate pending
0 participants with death certificate pending
0 death certificates received


Summary of MAID Outcomes: California, 2016

258 individuals made a request for MAID to their physician

191 individuals had prescriptions written in 2016

111 ingested the drug in 2016
21 did not ingest the drug and subsequently died of underlying illness
59 individuals with undetermined outcomes

Note: California enacted MAID statute in 2016. As a result, all data is for 6 months, from June to December of 2016
Source: California EOLO Act 2016 Data Report
### 2016 MAID Demographics

#### Oregon: N=133  Washington: N=239  California: N=111 (In 6 months)

**SEX (Male)**
- Oregon: 72 (54.1%)  Washington: 120 (50%)  California: 51 (45.9%)

**AGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oregon</th>
<th>Washington</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-54</td>
<td>8 (6.1%)</td>
<td>18-44 6 (3%)</td>
<td>&lt; 60 14 (12.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>18 (13.5%)</td>
<td>45-64 65 (27%)</td>
<td>60-79 55 (49.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-84</td>
<td>83 (62.4%)</td>
<td>65-84 126 (53%)</td>
<td>80-89 29 (26.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>24 (18%)</td>
<td>85 42 (18%)</td>
<td>90 or &gt; 13 (11.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RACE / ETHNICITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oregon</th>
<th>Washington</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>127 (96.2%)</td>
<td>232 (97%)</td>
<td>102 (89.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>3 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2 (1.5%)</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>3 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2 (1.5%)</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>6 (5.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Age categories differ for each state

Source: Each state's 2016 Data Summary/Report

### 2016 MAID Demographics

#### Oregon: N=133  Washington: N=239  California: N=111 (In 6 months)

**Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>WA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less Than High School</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Graduate</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baccalaureate or Higher</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>WA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No High School Diploma</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Diploma or GED</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College, No Degree</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate, Bachelor or Master Degree</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate or Professional Degree</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marital Status**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>WA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Partner</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never Married/Single</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Each state's 2016 Data Summary/Report
2016 MAID Demographics

### Insurance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oregon: N=133</th>
<th>Washington: N=239</th>
<th>California: N=111 (In 6 months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare, Medicaid or Other Gov’t</td>
<td>61.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most private insurance pays for MAID medication and the physician visit. By law, federal funds cannot be used for MAID medication; therefore, Medicare and the VA cannot pay for MAID medication. Medicare enrollees may use their private supplemental insurance. Medicaid can pay for MAID medication out of a pot of state-only funds.

Source: Each state’s 2016 Data Summary/Report

### Underlying Illness, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oregon: N=133</th>
<th>Washington: N=239</th>
<th>California: N=111 (In 6 months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Lower Respiratory Disease</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuro-degenerative Disease (including ALS)</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Disease (including COPD)</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuromuscular</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung Respiratory Disease (non-cancer)</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Each state’s 2016 Data Summary/Report
Oregon: Underlying Illnesses (1998-2016)

Circumstances When Medication Ingested or at Death, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC/ALF/ Adult Foster Care</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice</td>
<td>Enrolled</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health Care Provider Present at Death (Oregon)

- Prescribing physician: 13 (9.8%)
- Other provider: 14 (10.5%)
- No provider: 102 (76.7%)
- Unknown: 4 (3.0%)

Source: Each state’s 2016 Data Summary Report
What has been the impact of informing patients about end-of-life options such as hospice care and palliative care?

- In the states with available data (OR, WA, CA), the great majority of MAID users already were enrolled in hospice and had access to palliative care
  - Oregon: 88.7% (2016); 90.4% (1998-2015)
  - Washington: 77% (2016); 81% (2015); 69% (2014)
  - California: 83.8% (2016)
- All MAID statutes require that both the attending and consulting physician inform the patient about end-of-life options, including hospice and palliative care
- Hospice utilization has increased in Oregon since MAID was passed, but hospice utilization in Oregon has been among the highest in the nation since at least 1992
- In Oregon, palliative care services spending and patient satisfaction have risen since 1998, when MAID became legal
  - The request for information on MAID can lead to conversations between patients and their physicians about a range of end-of-life options

Coercion and Fraud

- Penalties for coercion and fraud included in statute:
  - Oregon: Class A felony
  - Washington: Class A felony
  - Vermont: Unable to find section on coercion/fraud
  - California: A felony
  - Colorado: Class 2 felony
  - D.C.: Class A felony

- Research on instances of coercion and/or fraud is ongoing and will be presented during the final presentation

Estimating MAID Utilization in Virginia

Oregon: Number of MAID Deaths per 10,000 Total Deaths

Data compiled from Oregon’s annual DWDA data summaries, 1998-2016
Estimating MAID Utilization in Virginia

- In Oregon, there were 37.2 MAID deaths per 10,000 total deaths in 2016
  - Less than 1 percent of all deaths
- In California the death rate was 6.06 per 10,000 total deaths for the first six months after enactment (June-December, 2016)
  - Out of 191 prescriptions written, the outcome for 59 patients is still unknown
- For Oregon and Washington (states for which there is trend data), the number of people who died due to MAID medication has remained below 200 individuals
- Estimate for Virginia: Like Oregon and Washington, it is likely that the number of people requesting MAID would be quite small for the first few years, gradually increasing to approximately 242 individuals dying from MAID medications
  - Oregon: 37.2 / 10,000 = .00372 percent of all deaths
  - Virginia: .00372 x 65,000 (total deaths in 2015*) = 241.8

*Most recent data. Sources: Oregon, Washington and California data summaries/reports; and for Virginia death data: http://vaperforms.virginia.gov/indicators/healthfamily/mortalityLongevity.php
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